Sales Call

Cindy was a sales woman for Medtec products, she was making her first sales call to the Vanter institute. She was quite nervous she had made the bold decision of trying to poach a customer outside her small sales territory, no one except the procurement officer a Doctor Smith knew she was there. The Vanter institute was quite large but was pretty far of the beaten track. Cindy had deliberately arrived late one evening on a Saturday, she did not want anyone to know she was there. Further more Cindy was using a taxi paying in cash so no record. She was using the service entrance so there was even less chance of her being spotted.

Cindy knew she was thought of as a typical blond bimbo, people gave her a single look then dismissed her. They might give her a second look to admire her round ass but that was it. Cindy was five foot eight without heels, she had corn blue eyes and pale blond shoulder length hair. With a cute button nose a clean complection. Cindy wore a light blue tailored suit jacket and matching tight mid thigh length skirt , she had 4 inch heel blue pumps that matched her suit. She wore a very pail blue blouse and pantyhose of a matching light blue colour. She had long shapely legs well defined calf’s a round peachy ass a narrow nipped in waist and a large buoyant chest, that made her look like a doll of some sort. She carried a large blue suitcase on wheels it had the Medtec logo on it, it was full of there latest relatively humane restraint products. 

Cindy slowly rolled her case up a concrete slope and came to the intercom she buzzed “I have an appointment with doctor smith”. Slowly a roller shutter began to raise when it got to about head height Cindy ducked through it. The moment she was through it the shutter lowered, as it hit the floor a bar slowly slid out of the wall and through the bottom of the shutter holding it in place. Cindy was a little nervous but she wasn’t a patient she had nothing to fear from locked doors. Cindy walked through a dimly lit loading bay to a high security door, it mush have been eight feet high and four feet across. There was an intercom, Cindy pressed the button there was a creaking and a large automated mechanism opened the door Cindy gingerly stepped through. The door swung closed behind her with a loud bang, she turned round to look at the door. An automatic system shot bolts into the floor and the ceiling and the sides of the door frame she had no way to operate it.

There was a security desk up ahead, a wrinkled old security guard in a hat to large sat behind it and snoozed. A woman in a lab coat stepped out of the shadow and spoke quietly to Cindy “there’s no need to wake old Edward”. Cindy looked at doctor Smith she was a little shorter than Cindy though that was because she was only wearing 2 inch heels. The doctor was a little older than Cindy but she guessed not much. She was a brunette she had a somewhat stern appearance and wore black rimmed glasses. Cindy compared herself to the doctor, the doctor had a smaller bust a larger waist but her ass and legs were a match for Cindy, a low cut blouse and stockings peeked out from the lab coat. The doctor held out a large pile of paperwork “just a formality health and safety just sign it”, Cindy was a little apprehensive but she just signed the document.

“follow me ” doctor Smith called to Cindy , Cindy wheeled her case behind her and followed doctor Smith down a dimly lit service corridor. Doctor smith swiped a card in a reader, a door closed behind Cindy. A Magnetic lock snapped it shut at the top followed by two electronic latches, at the side of the door and a shoot bold solenoid at the bottom. Cindy followed the doctor into a lift that was key and code operated, down into a sub basement then along another corridor through a sliding security door into another corridor at right angles. Then into a large office that looked like any other office. Doctor Smith smiled “welcome to my office can I offer you a coffee”. Cindy shook her head doctor smith walked over and locked her door, “for a bit of privacy please get your demonstration ready”. Cindy fiddled with her large case of demonstration products. The case split in half then Cindy pulled out a couple of stabilisers and split the case in half again leaving it open in a semi circle almost like a dresser.

Doctor smith looked at Cindy “are you ready” Cindy smiled. “Today I am hear to offer you the chance to purchase the future, with our new R jacket this is the most secure but safe restraint ever developed. Our new rail lock system ensures that the jacket is completely escape proof you can wrap your problems up and forget about them. The system is based on small indestructible titanium alloy ovals rather than buckles, a rail strap is fed into them then a key is placed inside the oval and a few turns the ingenious patented gear mechanism pulls the strap in firmly in place.”

Cindy held a key and demonstration mechanism out to the Doctor . Doctor smith looked at Cindy holding up the test piece, “this is all very good but I want a more practical demonstration”. Cindy looked at the doctor “if you had a patient I could demonstrate it on them”. “I don’t have one to hand so how about I demonstrate one on you Cindy”? Cindy looked quite nervous “I guess I don’t mind to make a sale” the doctor looked at a piece of sales literature. “That is good I want to see the R jacket the enhanced security model”. Cindy was back to sales woman mode “that’s a good choice the R Jacket is interwoven canvas Kevlar and Kevlar like materials thread through it in a supporting web.”

The doctor looked at Cindy “I don’t think that the tight straight jacket would have a good effect on your suit jacket it would really crease it up plus your skirt would get in the way best if you remove them”. Reluctantly Cindy undid her suit jacket slipped it off her shoulders and hung It on the back of a chair in the doctors office. Cindy unzipped her skirt eased it down her long legs then stepped out of it. She neatly folded the garment and laid in on the chair next to her jacket. The doctor looked closely at Cindy “is the jacket ok against human skin for long tear wear”? “Of course it can it has a soft liner” Doctor smith smiled “prove it I want to see the jacket against your skin not just your blouse take that off as well”. Cindy told herself it was to make a sale as she slowly unbuttoned her blouse took it off then neatly folded it and laid it over her jacket.

Cindy was left standing in her matching blue thong and bra set she had a pair of four inch heels her pantyhose and nothing else. She was getting nervous she walked over to her product case and removed a white bundle, she handed it to Doctor smith along with a key. Doctor smith smiled she held the jacket up to Cindy and she obediently held her arms out. Doctor smith worked the jacket over Cindy’s arms and over her shoulders. Doctor smith moved Cindy’s hair out of the way then experimentally tightened the first strap at the top of the jacket. It did not take long for doctor Smith to push Cindy hard against a wall, she then applied each strap down the back of the jacket. The doctor tightened the jacket, Cindy found her body protesting as the white material over her torso was getting really tight, highlighting her large breasts her small waist her sculpted neck, the jacket clung to her every curve. Cindy soon found it hard to move or to breath, she could barely continue but she tried more of her sales pitch. “See how the jacket is more secure as its tailored to the waist, tight around the shoulders armpits elbows and wrists there are built in mittens I have no chance of pulling one of my hands out of a sleeve.” 

Doctor Smith smiled “I can see how tight the jacket is even without strapping your arms in place and leaving the key behind, I don’t think you would be able to escape from this point”. The doctor reached between Cindy’s legs and grabbed hold of the crotch strap. The crotch strap was wider and thicker than the other straps. With a tug or to it was firmly placed between Cindy’s buttocks over her tight pantyhose. The edge of the strap was fed in and the key was turned. Cindy quickly noticed the tightness of the strap, the entire jacket was pulled downwards and the strap began to slowly disappear between her pantyhose encased cheeks. The strap was literally drawing itself deeper into her with each turn of the key. Cindy found herself spreading her legs and rising up on her tiptoes she blushed. The strap had the little rails built into it, they were getting very intimate with her. The doctor smiled and continued to turn the key Cindy was helpless to resist as doctor smith pushed her over to her desk and down, bending Cindy over it so she could admired the tight strapped straight jacket.

Doctor Smith smiled “Cindy what is the most secure configuration of this restraint”. Cindy looked worried “its the double arm lock also called the tamer configuration, but please don’t that really hurts”. Doctor smith smiled “I will use the arms behind the back option, I need to see how secure I can make this jacket”. Doctor smith folded Cindy’s arms tight and high behind her back wrenching her shoulders back and grinding her breasts into the desk. The doctor then fed the straps through the side loops, she pulled Cindy to her feet then feed both straps into the front oval below Cindy’s breasts. It only took a few turns of the key to get all the slack out of the strap and a few more turns to get Cindy’s elbows to almost meet. Cindy was starting to look very distressed she was ready to start crying, she could understand why it was called the tamer configuration much more time in this position and she would do anything to be let out.

Doctor smith looked like a cat that had the cream she licked her lips. “Cindy can the jacket be tightened further to really restrain and discipline a dangerous patient, so they lose all hope of escape”, meekly Cindy answered “yes”. Doctor smith launched herself at the jacket tightening every part of it with the star shaped key. Cindy felt the jacket tighten over her waist then over her chest turning her into a caricature bimbo. She felt the straps holding her arms getting shorter , the nerves in her shoulders and in the small of her back shot little sparks of pain. The crotch strap was tightened from pleasure to nothing but pain.

Cindy was having a hard time coping standing in the punishingly tight straight jacket. She could feel her heart thundering about in her chest beating against the tight jacket. She was very nervous she was alone with a strange woman, far out of her comfort area she was finding it hard to breath. The jacket was to tight she was getting claustrophobic and every time she thought it couldn’t get worse it did.

The doctor smiled at Cindy a predatory grin “What about leg restraints Cindy what is the securest model your company produces”? Cindy looked away not meeting the doctors gaze “well if you let me out of the straight jacket I can show you some”. Doctor smith toyed with the key “if you don’t want to tell me about leg restraints I could try tightening this jacket more, especially your arms”. Cindy looked at the floor defeated. “Look in the second draw to the right at the bottom it has a set of the really powerful matching ones”. The doctor walked over to the sample case and after a little fiddling around pulled out a set of restraints.

The doctor pushed Cindy down she applied a little force behind her knees making Cindy kneel by the doctor. The Doctor took off Cindy’s shoes and slipped a white leg sheath made of the same material as the jacket over her tightly folded nylon encased right leg. At the end of the sheath was a special section that effectively captured Cindy’s foot in a tight rigid section. So tight she could not even wiggle her toes. The sheath folded over her leg and was secured tightly by three straps one ankle to thigh one just below the knee bend and one at the mid point. The doctor applied a matching restraint to Cindy’s other leg. Cindy was pretty helpless now, locked in a kneeling position with her knees slightly parted.

The doctor bend down and whispered to Cindy “kiss me and I might release you,” Cindy kissed her on the lips. The doctor repeated “kiss me and I might release you” Cindy tried harder to kiss her longer and deeper. The doctor bend down further “kiss me properly and I might release you” Cindy tried harder. The doctor exposed her breasts “kiss them now make me happy and I might release you”. Cindy kissed her breasts then sucked her nipples trying to make her happy anything to get out of the jacket. The doctor removed her skirt then turned round so her bottom was in Cindy’s face. “Kiss it and I might let you go” , very reluctantly Cindy kissed both of the doctors round buttocks. The doctor turned round and removed her panties. She then balanced on a chair and pulled Cindy forwards, so that Cindy’s head was trapped between her thighs. Cindy tried to perform her best but it was her first time with a woman. The Doctor stopped toying with her promising release and then tightening the leg sheaths some more “ your not good enough you don’t deserve to be released.”

Doctor smith put her clothes back on them smiled at Cindy with a wolfish grin. “Cindy what about really dangerous or disruptive patients what can be done to them to break them, answer quickly or I might become angry“? a humiliated Cindy nervously replied “we have the discipline hogtie system its in the case on the far left but please don’t use it“. Doctor smith retrieved a complex set of straps , then with a little fiddling she wrapped a set of straps tightly over Cindy’s arms. Then the doctor connected a longer strap to the ends off the toes of both leg sheaths.

Cindy saw what was about to happen she begged the doctor to stop “please don’t make it tighter we can kiss some more I can try again, I will kiss your ass your feet lick your pussy please you cant tighten that thing”. The doctor continued “In time you will find there is nothing I cant do to you”. The doctor  ignored Cindy and slowly tightened the hogtie until Cindy was bent into a mercilessly unnatural arch. Trapped in a spine breaking hogtie with a great deal of stress on her poor arms. Cindy whimpered with each turn of the key as her spine shot bolts of pain up into her brain.

Doctor Smith stood over Cindy a smug satisfied look in her eyes “Cindy what is the most severe gag you have and a blindfold to go with it”. Cindy looked up at her “please I will be quiet don’t gag me I will choke”. Doctor Smith stroked her thigh “I know your reluctant to answer but while I wait for an answer I could try to tighten the jacket a little more and that hogtie is severe but I can do better”. With the doctor threatened to tighten her predicament tearfully Cindy submitted “ Oh god please no, the largest most uncomfortable gag we make is a number 5 the muffler and a blindfold are in the third section second draw down.”

The doctor strode over to the sample case and quickly found the items Cindy had told her about , she removed them and approached Cindy showing them for her to see. She held up the blind fold, it consisted of a heavy section of leather backed with rubber and a strap at one end and a strap with an oval at the other end. Next the doctor held up the gag it looked like a bean bag made out off rubber it was massive. It was filled with sound absorbing jell, it had a series of thick straps that hung from it that guaranteed that it wasn’t going any where after it was applied. The doctor licked her lips as she forced the gag into Cindy’s mouth, it took a while but when she was finished it looked from the outside like Cindy had been made to try to swallow a beach ball. Her cheeks and jaws were so stretched around the bundle and she couldn’t make the smallest bit of noise even when every strap was tightened until it dug into her delicate face. Next came the blindfolded plunging Cindy into darkness.

then Doctor Smith used the star key to tighten the hogtie, getting every little bit of bend out of Cindy’s spine. The doctor then tightened the jacket starting at the waist and moving up giving Cindy an even more doll like figure. Next doctor smith worked on the crotch strap until it had practically disappeared between Cindy’s legs. The doctor tried to get her arms tighter but she could only turn the key a few notches before the mechanism protested. For good measure the good doctor tightened the blindfold then the leg binders then finally the gag, any protest Cindy made went unheard. 

Doctor Smith sat down next to Cindy and began to groped her through the jacket “Cindy my dear let me inform you about a few things. You have been recruited as the quality assurance officer for the institute. That means you will be the guinea pig for countless experimental devices restraints and other medical equipment to see if it is safe to use on patients. Your money will go into an account I will manage it for you, after all you signed an enduring power of attorney waving all rights you possessed and ever will possess. And an employment contract you are being transferred you will have a great deal of time to improve your technique, I will personally spend a lot of time teaching you.” Cindy was trapped completely at the hands of a sadistic doctor she struggled futilely against her harsh restraints, what cruel future awaited her?


